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a b s t r a c t

This paper studies the required physical (e.g. relays and jammers) and radio resources (e.g. power) to
provide physical layer security for relay and friendly jammer assisted multiple-input and single-output
transmissions in the presence of multiple active and passive adversaries. The passive adversaries are half
duplex and only able to overhear the transmissions from the legitimate transmitter to the legitimate
receiver, while the active adversaries are full duplex and able to jam and eavesdrop simultaneously. Since
the channel informationbetween adversaries andother nodes are uncertain, robust optimizationmethods
are considered. In this regard, the main aim is to maximize the worst case secrecy rate subject to the
normalized transmit power constraints of legitimate transmitter, friendly jammer and relay, and channel
state information uncertainty constraints. Through several examples, we then investigate the required
increase in physical and radio resources to maintain secure communication when passive adversaries
upgrades themselves to active adversaries.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There has been a growing interest to provide security at the
physical layer against potential adversary. The theoretical basis
of physical layer security (PLS) was initiated by Wyner [1]. Ac-
cordingly, secrecy rate is defined as the achievable rate between
the transmitter and receiver minus the rate from the transmit-
ter to the eavesdropper. If the former rate is greater than the
latter rate, the secrecy rate will be zero. Controlled interference,
or artificial noise can be used to increase the secrecy rate and
degrade the decoding ability of the adversaries. This is achieved
with transmitters having multiple antennas [2–4]. On the other
hand, the jamming signals of external relays can be used to degrade
the adversary abilities [5–11]. In these works, it is assumed that
the channels state information (CSI) between all nodes, including
the CSI between adversaries and legitimate nodes, are perfectly
known at which might not be a practical assumption. Accordingly,
CSI uncertainty in PLS systems has been considered in [12–15]. It
has to be mentioned that majority of the works on PLS assume a
passive eavesdropper or adversary (PA) where the eavesdropper
can only intercept the transmitted data. However, the adversary
canupgrade itself to be able to also send jamming signals to destroy
the transmitted data as in [16,17] or as in our prior works [18,19].
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This case of active adversary (AA) will significantly degrade the
secrecy rate and usually the secrecy rate will become zero.1

In this paper, we first assess the effect of such an upgrade on
the adversary side on the secrecy rate. More importantly, in case
of such an upgrade in the adversary side, we want to answer the
following important question: Is it possible tomaintain the secrecy
rate at the level of the PA case at all and if so, what will be the
required physical (i.e., number of friendly jammers and relays) and
radio (i.e., the normalized transmit power) resources?

To answer this question, a system model including a single
legitimate transmitter (LT) (source), a single legitimate receiver
(LR) (destination),multiple adversaries, jammers, anddecode-and-
forward (DF) relays is assumed. To reduce the total throughput
of network, AA can act as a jammer. This can create unfavor-
able conditions for secure communication. We then consider two
scenarios. In the first one referred to as PA, the adversaries are
eavesdropping the transmitted data from the LT to the LR. In the
secondone referred to asAA, the adversaries are eavesdropping the
transmitted data from the LT to the LRwhile also sending jamming
signals over it. In this paper, the CSI values between legitimate and
adversary nodes are assumed to be uncertain and to take this issue

1 It is important to note that when the adversary becomes active, it can si-
multaneously overhear and jam the signal through its full duplex transceiver. In
particular, we assume that the FD transceiver of the eavesdropper is equipped with
an ideal self-interference canceler such that it can overhear the signalwith the same
quality as the PA case despite transmitting jamming signals towards the legitimate
receiver.
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into account, robust resource allocation based on the worst-case
approach are proposed.

This paper is organized as follows. We present the notation
and assumptions in the next section. In Sections 3 and 4, the
corresponding optimization problems for the two proposed sce-
narios are provided. In Section 5, the simulation results of the
two proposed scenarios are studied and we conclude the paper in
Section 6.

2. Notations and assumptions

In this paper, E{·} represents expectation. (·)H and ∥ · ∥ are the
Hermitian transpose and the Euclidean norm, respectively. (·)† is
the pseudo-inverse. tr(·) denotes the trace operator. I denotes an
identity matrix. HN represents an N × N Hermitian matrix set.
CM×N denotes an M × N complex matrix set. In addition, A ≻ 0
denotes the positive definiteness of A. We let J , K and Q denote
the set of jammers, relays and adversaries, respectively. The LT,
jammer j ∈ J , relay k ∈ K and adversary q ∈ Q are equipped
with Ns, Nj, Nk and Nq transmit antennas, respectively.

For both AA and PA scenarios, we let hsd ∈ C1×Ns and hsq ∈

C1×Ns represent the channel vectors from the LT to the destination
and the qth adversary, respectively. In addition, hjd ∈ C1×Nj and
hjq ∈ C1×Nj denote the channel vectors from the jth jammer to the
LR and the qth adversary, respectively. Accordingly, hkd ∈ C1×Nk

and hkq ∈ C1×Nk denote the channel vectors from the kth relay to
the LR and the qth adversary, respectively.

For the AA scenario, hqd ∈ C1×Nq and hqk ∈ C1×Nq represent
the channel vectors from the qth AA to the LR and kth relay,
respectively. gq ∈ C1×Nq denote the loop interference channel at
the qth AA. The received noise at the LR, the kth relay and the qth
adversary are assumed to be circular complex Gaussian random
variableswith zero-mean and ζ 2d , ζ

2
k and ζ 2q variances, respectively.

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that ζ 2d = ζ 2k = ζ 2q = ζ 2.
We model the channel vectors hsq, hjq, hkq, hqk and hqd as

hsq = h̃sq + ehsq , (1)

hjq = h̃jq + ehjq , (2)

hkq = h̃kq + ehkq , (3)

hqk = h̃qk + ehqk , (4)

hqd = h̃qd + ehqd , (5)

where h̃sq, h̃jq, h̃kq, h̃qk and h̃qd represent the estimated value of the
channels and ehsq , ehjq , ehkq , ehqk and ehqd denote the corresponding
CSI errors, respectively. It is assumed that the channel mismatches
lie in a bounded set [12], i.e., Ehsq = {ehsq : ∥ehsq∥2

≤ ϵ2hsq}, Ehjq =

{ehjq : ∥ehjq∥
2

≤ ϵ2hjq
}, Ehkq = {ehkq : ∥ehkq∥

2
≤ ϵ2hkq

}, Ehqk = {ehqk :

∥ehqk∥
2

≤ ϵ2hqk
}, Ehqd = {ehqd : ∥ehqd∥

2
≤ ϵ2hqd

}, where ϵ2hsq , ϵ
2
hkq

,
ϵ2hqk

, ϵ2hjq and ϵ
2
hqd

are known constants.

3. The PA scenario

In this section, we consider a multiple-input and single-output
(MISO) communication system with an LT, a set J = {1, 2, . . . , J}
of J = |J | jammers, a set K = {1, 2, . . . , K } of K = |K| DF relays,
an LR, and a setQ = {1, 2, . . . ,Q } of Q = |Q| PAs. In this scenario,
adversaries are only able to overhear the link between LT and LR.
The data rate through the kth DF relay link assisted by friendly
jammer j can be written as [20]

RD
kj =

1
2

[
min

{
log2

(
1 +

hskGshH
sk

ζ 2 + hjkGjhH
jk

)
,

log2

(
1 +

hkdGkhH
kd + hsdGshH

sd

ζ 2 + hjdGjhH
jd

)}]
, (6)

where factor 1
2 appears because the relay transmission is divided

into two stages. The transmitted signal by LT and its covariance
matrix are denoted by zs and Gs = E{zszHs }, respectively. The
normalized transmit power constraint set for LT is represented by
Gs = {Gs : Gs ⪰ 0, tr(Gs) ≤ Ps} where Ps is the maximum pre-
defined normalized transmit power for it. The transmitted signal
by jammer j and its covariance matrix are denoted by zj and Gj =

E{zjzHj }, respectively. The normalized transmit power constraint
set for jammer j is represented by Gj = {Gj : Gj ⪰ 0, tr(Gj) ≤ Pj}
where Pj is the maximum predefined normalized transmit power
for it. Gk is the covariance matrix of the signal transmitted by the
kth relay, zk, which is given by Gk = E{zkzHk }. The power constraint
is imposed such that Gk ∈ Gk = {Gk : Gk ⪰ 0, tr(Gk) ≤ Pk} where
Pk is themaximum allowable transmission power for the kth relay.
The qth PA overhears both hops, and its data rate is written as

RE
kjq =

1
2
log2

(
1 +

Θ(Gs, ehsq ) +Θ(Gk, ehkq )
ζ 2 +Θ(Gj, ehjq )

)
. (7)

where Θ(Gs, ehsq ) = (h̃sq + ehsq )Gs(h̃sq + ehsq )H , Θ(Gk, ehkq ) =

(h̃kq + ehkq )Gk(h̃kq + ehkq )
H and Θ(Gj, ehjq ) = (h̃jq + ehjq )Gj(h̃jq +

ehjq )
H . Accordingly, by exploiting relay k and friendly jammer j, the

secrecy rate between LT and LR overheard by PA q can be obtained
as

RS
kjq = max

{
0, RD

kj − RE
kjq

}
. (8)

Therefore, the optimization problem can be formulated as fol-
lows

Problem OPA:

max
Gs∈Gs;
Gk∈Gk;

Gj∈Gj

min
ehsq∈Ehsq ;

ehkq∈Ehkq ;

ehjq∈Ehjq

R̃S, (9a)

s.t.
hskGshH

sk

ζ 2 + hjkGjhH
jk

≤
hkdGkhH

kd + hsdGshH
sd

ζ 2 + hjdGjhH
jd

,∀k, j,

(9b)
tr(Gs) ≤ Ps, (9c)
tr(Gj) ≤ Pj,∀j, (9d)
tr(Gk) ≤ Pk,∀k, (9e)

∥ehsq∥
2

≤ ϵ2hsq ,∀q, (9f)

∥ehjq∥
2

≤ ϵ2hjq ,∀j, q, (9g)

∥ehkq∥
2

≤ ϵ2hkq ,∀k, q, (9h)

Gs ⪰ 0, (9i)
Gj ⪰ 0,∀j, (9j)
Gk ⪰ 0,∀k. (9k)

where R̃S
= argmaxk∈K argmaxj∈J argminq∈QRS

kjq. We remind
that the difficulty in solving problem OPA comes from the inner
minimization over ehsq , ehkq , and ehjq where it is a non-convex
problem due to the non-convexity of the objective function and
constraints. However, as shown in [12,18], through a proper trans-
formation, problem OPA can be converted to a solvable quasi-
convex optimization problem. Then, the conventional bisection
method can be used to solve the problem. On the other hand, one
can also use the Charnes–Cooper transformation [21] to transform
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